
Risk-Free, Turnkey Data Lakes. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Cazena’s Instant™ Data Lakes are risk-free, delivered production-ready in about 
20 minutes. Each Cazena customer has their own private Cloud Data Lake 
running on secure cloud infrastructure on Amazon AWS or Microsoft Azure.    

Zero Ops Required. 99% faster to deploy.
CazenaCazena’s expert teams monitor, manage and protect your data, so zero ops are 
required. Instant Data Lakes are intelligently orchestrated, continuously 
operated and optimized for price-performance. Cazena’s powerful, patented 
data platform is automated, fully-managed and secure.

Half the Cost of DIY. Future proof.
InstantInstant Data Lakes are less than half the cost of "do it yourself" cloud platforms. 
Automation and SaaS orchestration eliminate operations costs and risk. 
Cazena's flexible architecture gives you everything you need now, and ongoing 
SaaS access to new data and analytics capabilities.

Visit Cazena.com to Experience the Instant Data Lake Now. 

THE INSTANT 
CLOUD DATA LAKE

Accelerate time to analytics/ML from months to minutes.

The Cloud Data Lake Revolution is Here.
Cloud data lakes are the modern data platform for analytics and machine learning, 
critical for all enterprises embracing digital transformation. Cazena makes cloud data 
lakes easy. Powered by its patented fully automated data platform, Cazena delivers the 
first SaaS experience for data lakes. 

SAAS MEANS THE 
FASTEST OUTCOMES
Accelerate results with Cazena's self-service SaaS 
console for data engineers, data analysts and data 
science teams. The SaaS console offers fast access 
to your data lake's capabilities, including built-in 
tools for SQL, R and Python, links to your existing 
apps and open-source tools. Cazena's AppCloud 
also makes it simple to test and adopt new 
best-of-bbest-of-breed ML and AI tools.

www.cazena.com
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Read the whitepaper to 
learn more about Cazena's 
patented automation and 
platform. 
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PROVEN DATA LAKE SUCCESS
Enterprises around the globe have proven the value of Cazena, using their Instant Data Lakes to power data science, ML/AI, 
analytics and production applications.  

Accelerate Data to Insight 
Instant™ Cloud Data Lakes turbocharge innovation and data science, while meeting critical security requirements. Cazena makes it 
easy to support any data and all analytics - R, Python, SQL, more - including popular AI, ML and data engineering tools.

Easy Cloud Modernization
Enterprises radically accelerate cloud modernization and migration with Instant Cloud Data Lakes. Cazena is production-ready in 
minutes and seamlessly handles all operations. Migrations are fast and efficient with no additional work required from your team.

Experience the Instant Cloud Data Lake today at Cazena.com

The cloud is the logical deployment choice for data lakes, for price-performance, accessibility and flexibility. But “do it yourself” 
cloud data lakes take too long, 6 to 12 months, and require expensive teams to build and operate.  Now there is a better way.

Cazena offers a patented, fully automated data platform for Instant Data Lakes. This is the next-gen cloud lake architecture, 
future-proof and ready now.

NEXT-GEN ARCHITECTURE FOR DATA LAKES

www.cazena.com
www.cazena.com
https://cazena.com/whitepaper-cazena-instant-data-lake/
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